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                                         Meeting Minutes 

A meeting of HSCF GC was held through the conference call on Sep 

20, 2020. It began at 10:00 AM and was chaired by Dr. 

Sampathkumar Shanmugam. 

 

Attendees included: 

 

Dr. Sampathkumar Shanmugam 

Mr. T. Madanagopal  

Mr. Kishore Nagamandla 

Mrs. Devika Pillai 

Mr. Deepak Aggarwal 

Mr. Jayesh Khatri 

Dr. Srinivas Seela 

Mr. Satish Mahajan 

Mr. Nandakumar Chakkingal 

Mr. Ramprasad Nitta 

Mr. Rajesh Dubey  

 
 
Members not in attendance included: 
Mr. Ashish Smart 

Mr. Balaji Kottapak 
Mr. Ramasamy Ravichandran 

 
Agenda: 

➢ Prayer 

➢ Call to Order 

➢ Approval of Agenda 

➢ Approval of Meeting Minutes dated Aug 16, 2020 
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➢ President's Report 

➢ Vice President's Report 

➢ Secretary's Report 

➢ Treasurer's Report 

➢ Religious Committee's Report  

➢ Programs Committee 's Report  

➢ Communications Committee's Report  

➢ Fixed Assets Committee's Report  

➢ Maintenance Committee's Report  

➢ Education Committee's Report  

➢ Canteen Committee's Report  

➢ Social Service Committee's Report  

➢ Past President’s Report 

➢ Premier Member’s Report 

➢ Any Other Business 

 
 
Main Motions: 
 
The motion to approval of Meeting Minutes dated Aug 16, 2020 

was unanimously approved. 
 
The motion to approval to pay $3,600 for the safe box to paint 
and move inside the temple was unanimously approved. 
 
The motion for the approval of the framework of HSCF organization 
structure to have four different branches 1. Board of 
Directors/Trustees 2. Executive Committee 3. Ethics and 

Compliance Council 4. Legacy Council was unanimously approved. 
 
 
Discussions: 
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President’s Report 

 
Dr. Sampath presented his report saying that the temple is 

functioning smoothly, and the attendance is steadily improving in 
the temple and canteen. He continued that the priests are going 
out for performing poojas and the yearly Poojas are being 
successfully performed.  
 
Last month the net revenue was surplus of $20,000, for 8 months 
ending August 31st out net revenue was deficit of $13,000. Steps 
were taken to cut down the costs—We worked on the temperature 
of the AC and reduced the temple hours.  

 
Dr. Sampath informed that, making employees responsible for 
their own utilities will not save much (only around 1,700$). So, he 
would prefer talking to them separately asking what they can do 
for the temple to increase the revenue. He continued that supplying 
of food to UCF and the Lake Mary area is working well and should 
help in increasing the revenue. He said that the reserves look okay 
and the work on requesting for monthly donations is going on and 

emails are being sent for that. He informed that the devotees can 
make the monthly contributions on the website using various 
methods. Any monthly donation will earn one free Archana at the 
temple per month. Any monthly donation of $101 and above will 
entitle a free monthly puja sponsorship as long as you continue 
your monthly subscription. Any monthly donation above $501 will 
entitle a free monthly puja sponsorship and free Archana on 
birthdays of all family members as long as you continue your 
monthly subscription. 

 
Dr. Sampath mentioned that Mr. Kishore and Mr. Balaji will monitor 
the donations made by devotees, will perform free puja 
sponsorship to devotees as mentioned. 
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He continued to report that the Ganesh festival went successfully, 
and the next upcoming functions are Navratri and Annakut. He had 
a meeting Mr. Mahender, Mr. Mahesh and Mr. Jayesh, This year 

Guajarati society will cosponsor Navaratri.  
 
Navaratri celebrations will be between Oct 17 to Oct 25 and  
Annakut will be on Nov 15. 
 
Dr. Sampath talked about the temple maintenance that needs 
approval from GC members for the safe in the front of temple. The 
Safe need to be painted and move inside the temple. We have 
received the quote $3,600. This motion was approved 

unanimously. 
 
Dr. Sampath mentioned the cafeteria expansion plan and the leak 
in the previous Ganesh Sanctum. He informed that Mr. Shery Patel 
got his roof guy who looked at the roof of the temple and 
community hall. He said that it is coming to be a very expensive 
fix. The temple roof has many cracks and sticky tarp needs to be 
put. The cost for the temple roof is coming to approx. $88,000. 
The hall roof needs to be replaced and will cost approx. $166,000. 
Sampath ji said that he has asked for a quote to just fix the leak. 
 
Dr. Seela said that the tarp won’t work as per the previous 
meeting. It was pointed out that the pillars are not the same height 
and so the water sits on the roof and then starts dripping. He said 
that fixing the drainage will help with the problem. 
 
Mr. Nandakumar suggested that we can use our handyman and 
make the repair and not spend too much. Once repair is made, we 
can maintain the leakage repair. He said that the temple handyman 
has done a good job with the maintenance. It is also a very old hall 
and so fix it for now and later when feasible, we can construct a 
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new one. The leakage in the Ganesh sanctum can also be fixed in 
much less cost. 
 
Dr. Sampath continues saying that there was request from GC for 

the information of the net income from cafeteria. Mr. Jayesh will 
explain regarding that. It was informed that the last month was 
best month for revenue since March. We had $18,400 in income, 
expense was $19400. In good times canteen should generate 
approximately $15K. 
 
Mr. Madhanagopal suggested that we should have a good master 
plan about the repairs and the cost as to when and how to go about 
it. We should have some data into which we can look and decide 

what and when to take up such projects. 
 

Treasurer’s Report 

 
Devika ji gave her report saying that the net income is around 
$21,000, total income is $59,927 and total expense is $37,943. We 
have been able to cut cost effectively.  
 

She noticed that the gas cylinder is delivered every week and so 
we are paying a little more for the gas as we have to find out if a 
full cylinder is being used per week. She said that Khatriji can talk 
about that. Another thing he can check into is the huge difference 
in the credit card fee of the front office and canteen. She mentioned 
that the credit card fee for the office is $305 and that for canteen 
is $722.66 more than double of a difference and we should do 
something about it.  
 

She also mentioned that we are paying approx. $1,674 per month 
for the auto insurance for Chandrashekhar’s car which is very old. 
She suggested that we can buy a used car and save some money. 
She then said that in the last election we had to pay $14,395 fee 
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for true ballot. We did not do that yet for this year. We will pay in 
3 installments and need signature for that. 
 
Mr. Nandakumar said that the internet fees is also more than 

double. He suggested that we can check with different companies 
for the best deal. Mr. Kishore replied that we have 2 different 
account connections and the internet speed is 256 mbps. 
 
Mr. Kishore asked about the income and expense spread sheet that 
was generated. He wanted it know the source of the spreadsheets, 
whether it was from the bank. He mentioned that some income is 
not added and so he wanted to check from where it was extracted. 
Deviji responded that we are taking paypal and the credit card 

information comes from the front office and back office. Mr. Kishore 
pointed out that some PayPal entries are not being entered in wild 
apricot. Deviji said that she is not entering anything in wild apricot 
and that the front office is entering. Mr. Kishore notified that the 
front office doesn’t get the paypal transactions, they don’t get the 
information of paypal donations. 
 
Sampathji asked how we can get the paypal entered into wild 
apricot so that it will show as contributions. Deviji responded that 
whatever is showing is being entered. Sampathji suggested that 
she can give paypal report to front office every month so we can 
enter in wild apricot. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vice President’s Report 

 
Madanji submitted the following report to GC.   
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Members of the WG include Sharad Mehta, Shashi Kamat, Pradeep Vedi, Mohan Saoji, 
Muthuswamy Swamy and T. Madhanagopal.  
 
Our WG had five meetings and came out with list of items that need to be addressed for long 
term growth of HSCF. Number one issue on the list was the type of organizational structure that 
would meet HSCF /community needs. The WG members reviewed similar temple structures in 
this country, contacted few temples, and learned from their experiences. Finally, the WG came 
out with the following unanimous recommendations:    
 

1. There will be a Board of Directors/Trustees. This body will have the total oversight 
responsibility for the HSCF.  It will oversee the Executive Committee and will have the 
responsibility for Ethics and Compliance among other responsibilities such as HSCF Policies, 
Elections, Bylaws, Finance and Fiduciary, etc. It will have 9-11 Directors/Trustees. 
 
Example Responsibilities : Bylaws; Capital Projects/Long Range planning; Audit (Financial and 
Non- Financial , Compliance and Ethics (even though actual complaints to/ investigation by a 
separate Compliance Committee composed by Patron Members  among others) ; Financial 
Planning and (day to day) Accounting Overview; Fixed Assets(tangible), 
Inventory/Control/Disposal; Fund Raising and Nominations among other things. 
 

2. There will be an Executive Committee. This body will be responsible for Planning, Scheduling, 
Executing and Managing day to day activities of the HSCF.  This body will work in concert with 
Board of Directors and will be accountable to the Board. 
 
Example Responsibilities: Canteen; Hall/Property Rentals, Education; Membership; Programs; 
Repairs and Maintenance; Religious activities (for mostly Day to Day/Regular Puja activities) and 
supervision of Priests; Treasury/Accounting and Front Office Management 
 

3. Additionally, two important functions have been emphasized.  These two functions will be 
highlighted in the Bylaws to insure they will have the back-up and support of the By-
Laws.  These two functions are: 

 
a. Ethics and Compliance Council:  While the current Bylaws require that every member of 

the governing bodies must follow the Bylaws, it does not provide a remedy to handle 
the violations of these requirements.  it is proposed that a group of professional, senior 
and respected members would be appointed to form an Ethics and Compliance group 
that would investigate all Ethical and Compliance violations and submit the report along 
with their recommendations to the  BOD. The BOD/EC will have an opportunity to 
correct any such violations/compliance issues.  In case the BOD fails to do the needful, 
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the Ethics and Compliance body will have the authority to approach the HSCF General 
Body and request the General Body to carry out the group’s recommendations. 

 
When major complaints arises, this Council will investigate and try to rectify through BOD/EC 
and bring up to AGM in its biannual meeting if resistance/failure to rectify.  

 
b. Legacy Council: This is a group of members who are experienced in planning, executing, 

and managing our Legacy functions such as Ganesh Chaturthi, Annakut, Navaratri, Mata 
Ki Chowki, Republic Day of India, and many more.  Each program requires a lot of 
planning, cooperation, and finance. We have members who have been doing these 
programs for several years. We propose that the By-Laws provide support for these 
legacy programs by the formation of this group.   It is also proposed that the group will 
nominate one of its members to be a member of the Executive Committee. The Legacy 
Council will be accountable to the Executive Committee. 

 
This  Council will be made up of 8-10 members who have been doing lots of Major 
Religious/Cultural/Utsavs or Functions but will nominate one of its to be Chair of Programs 
Committee to be working within EC/HSCF and noy autonomously. 
  
Next step we will be working on the details to include answers to the following 
questions/comments:  
 
Regarding Ethics and Compliance Council:  
 
1) Who appoints E&C Council? 
2) Who qualifies to be a member of the council? 
3) What is the term of office for members? 
4) Relationship between the BOD and the council 
5) If the BOD does not act on the council recommendations, what does the council do and how? 
 
Regarding Legacy Council: 
 
1) Who appoints the LC? 
2) Who qualifies to be a member of this council? 
3) What is the term of office for members? 
4) How many members in the council 
 
GC Action: The Bylaws WG is submitting this proposed HSCF Organizational Structure for GC 
approval and concurrence.  Please note that it is a framework and all the details need to be 
developed. We respectfully request GC approval on the proposed Structure so that we can 
work on the details and proceed further.      
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======================================== 
 
 
We have discussed the framework of organization structure and 

motion to have four different branches 
 1. Board of Directors/Trustees 
 2. Executive Committee 
 3. Ethics and Compliance Council  
 4. Legacy Council 
 
The motion was approved unanimously for the framework of four 
different branches, details of the framework need to be worked. 
 

Madanji then continued talking on the other areas that needed 
work. He said that the Sanctum needs to be fixed. We have a 
proposal from Carlos and we need to schedule for that. He said that 
he has been trying to do that from past couple months, but 
whenever we schedule, something comes up and we have to 
cancel. He said that we can start the work in next couple weeks. 
Regarding the Indianization work, he said that we will first take 
care of the drainage and leakage issue first and then work on it. 
He continued that we have the approval from the members and 
that we are working on the financial transaction issue.  
 
Mr. Madhan said that the financial issue for the sanctum is for audit 
and we are looking into what is missing and what is not. He said 
that they would like the report from Dr. Sheela so he can get more 
info on that. He said that they have reviewed all information and 
are not able to do full audit which is actually required to do under 
the Bylaw. He said that the report will be sent for comments after 
reviewing. Sathish ji suggested to send it to Dr. Sheela first before 
sending to others. 
 

Secretary’s Report 
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Mr. Kishore submitted his report mentioning about the 
membership. He informed that a new family (Mr. Srinivas 
Mandadapu) has joined as a life member. He continued that they 

had a meeting with the priests and Mr. Ram Prasad and that we 
will start the Balaji Kalyanam in Nov beginning and at the end of 
Nov we will start Satyanarayana Swami Vratam. He then 
mentioned that the devotees were suggesting to put up the details 
of the membership (like what kind of membership they have and 
what is the fees for each membership) on the website. Mr. Kishore 
said that he will update the website with the requested information. 
 

Religious Committee’s Report 

 
Mr. Ramprasad gave his report and mentioned about the meeting 
that would be on the Tuesday. He also confirmed that the Balaji 
Kalyanam and Satyanarayana Swami Vratam will start. He 
mentioned that last month the Vinayak Pooja went well and we got 
good donations. He continued to say that the temple is running 
smooth and priests are going out and getting money by performing 
poojas. He expressed his happiness about the salaries of the 

employees not being cut. He brought to notice that next month big 
functions/festivals are coming (Navratri and Annakoot). He also 
expressed that it seems like we won’t be doing Garba and we will 
just be doing bhajans instead. 
 
Nandakumar ji talked about the function on Nov 15th and said that 
we need to send the flyer now itself and that devotees are waiting 
for it. 
 

Nitta Garu responded that Mr. Swami is making the flyer and will 
be sending to the committee. 
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Dr. Seela informed that Dr. Pillai and few other members had 
requested for a giant AC & GC meeting. He asked if a date can be 
provided for the same so he can inform them. Dr. Sampath 
informed that the next GC meeting will be the combined meeting. 

 
 

Fixed Assets Committee's Report 

 
Sathish ji thanked Sampath ji and Ramprasad ji for Ganesh 
Chaturthi success. He mentioned that the revenue was close to 
$11,000 and expense was minimum. He continued that given the 
difficult times, the event was very successful from the beginning to 
the Visarjan. 

 
He then went on to talk about the fixed assets project saying that 
the main project is that of Pathshala. We are looking to build an 
Educational Institute. We need some classrooms with flexible 
dividers so it can be opened up to a big room. We are getting all 
information together and trying to work this out. He said that we 
don’t want to dismiss any ideas as many inputs have been 
provided. The ideas ranged from just adding rooms to adding a 

building with stage and sound system, which is not feasible for 
now. He said that our focus is more on the education. The institute 
will require a lot, it will be difficult to maintain. We will need 
funding, some can be donation and some can be borrowed. We will 
also need some money to keep up the maintenance. It’s long term 
project. 
 
Regarding the fence, Mr. Deepak mentioned that he is working with 
Mr. Mahendra. He said that we are working on the Chinmaya 

mission side fence and the work is in progress and will be taken 
care of. 
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Sampath ji then thanked Nandakumar ji for his tireless work for 
Temple. He then asked if we can buy Home shield so our cost will 
be only $500 per year. 
 

Nandakumar ji responded that sure we can but suggested we 
should check for the best one. He said that some people said that 
Homeshield is not very good and we can find a better one. 
 
He then went on to list the repair work completed- water filter 
replaced in Apt # 100, dyer repaired, damaged wall repaired in 100 
unit number, microwave changed in Apt # 4, bathroom repaired in 
Apt # 104, temple office AC fixed, Temple roof 4 fixed, AC changed 
and auditorium AC fixed, Subraji’s AC fixed.  

 
He then thanked Pramod ji and Rajesh ji for donation. He continued 
to inform that Chandrashekhar’s AC was also fixed and he thanked 
Sanjay ji for donation. He informed that the new lawn service by 
Martinez Lawn Services started from Sep 15 onward. He also 
informed that the roof leak near canteen is fixed and termite 
inspection is done by Massey. 
 
Sampath ji thanked Mr. Pramod, Mr. Rajesh ji and Mr. Sanjay ji for 
the donations to fix AC. 
 
Sampath ji continued to inform about the Senior housing project 
and civil engineering work is going on. We are working on the scope 
of the project. what is the goal and how we are going to achieve it. 
We are also discussing what is the criteria of the builder, who will 
build it and what is the criteria of people who will get it. Once 
approved by the long-term planning committee, it will come to GC 
for information. 
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Sampath ji addressed Deviji and reminded her that the deadline 
for applying for the PPP loan is coming up and so please take care 
of that so we don’t miss it. Deviji said that she will take care of it. 
 

 
Adjournment: 
 

Meeting was adjourned at 11:30 AM by Dr. Sampathkumar 

Shanmugam. 

 

  09/20/2020 

Kishore Nagamandla 

Secretary GC, HSCF 

 

 Date of approval 

 

 
 




